WEST HULL LADIES
NEWSLETTER Spring 2021

1st Club Night out of Lockdown 29/03/2021

Off road run 2/03/2021

Coaching Corner
Amanda Dean
For those who have been around awhile, you’ve heard it all before, but it’s good to
have a reminder. For ladies new to the club, have a good read. I plan to lead a
coaching session in April which will provide a more practical and in-depth session.
We run for a lot of reasons it makes us feel good, it is an achievement and is a sociable pastime.
The rules of running J
Enjoy. Enjoy it for the running, for the company, for how good you feel after.
Don’t be afraid to run/walk until you feel comfortable running and even when
you are a runner you can still enjoy sections of walking. Whenever a new
runner asks, “What should I be doing” my answer is “Just enjoy it. If you enjoy it, you’ll come back for more. If you come back for more it will get easier
and you will get faster. If it gets easier you’ll enjoy it even more …. and then
you will come back for more”. It’s a win-win loop. Even experienced runners
at times need to remind themselves to enjoy running.
Run at least 3 times a week. If
you run once a week, it is always hard. If you run twice a
week, you will improve a little
but quickly plateau. If you run
3 times a week, you will improve for a long time.
Find motivation. Chase a goal,
enter a race (event). Find a
suitable training schedule
and, if possible, an even
more suitable friend to train
with you and you will be motivated. Vary your running to
stop getting bored.

Good running technique enables
you to be more efficient and avoid injuries. This running has oodles of good technique.

Key Basic Running Technique points:
Run tall and relaxed. This is the easiest way to carry your upper body and makes breathing
much easier.
Do this: Breathe deep, allow your lungs to open into your chest and down into your abdomen
whilst standing relaxed & tall. Now repeat with your head bent forward. Repeat again with
slight tension in the shoulders. You will easily work out why you should run tall and relaxed.
In particular, ensure your shoulders are relaxed and not creeping up to your ears, pick them
up and drop them into your back pockets. That feels good!
Check your hands are not clenched. Smile and relax again. You are more efficient when relaxed.
Don’t look down whilst running, look ahead naturally, you won’t trip over as you will note any
obstacles when you look ahead. Perhaps imagine a helium balloon attached to your head.
Avoid over-striding (heel striking), this is inefficient and linked to many running injuries (e.g.
shin splints). What it means is that your foot lands in front of your body, your heel hits the
ground first. It is quite a harsh landing and also means you put your brakes on (slightly)
before rolling over at every step and therefore is inefficient.
Want to fix it? Don’t try looking at your feet as you run as this won’t help. By running tall you
are well on your way to not over-striding.

Also, if you are over-striding, a small increase in cadence will lessen the impact on your legs
and faster cadence reduces the chance of over striding. (Cadence is the number of steps
you take, counted per minute).
You may have heard “a slight lean forward from the ankles” is the best way to run. This will
reduce the chance of over-striding, however, it is so easy to lean incorrectly e.g. with head
dip which almost certainly results in bum out and causes over-striding. The way I advise is
run with your lights out (‘Tits Out’) this gets you into a good position J
Good body form: When in alignment ears are above shoulders, above hips, above ankles and
back is a nice S shape. Desk jobs can change this resulting in hips pushing back. Good form
avoids the hips/buttocks pushing back which cause head to slump, making it more difficult to
breath well. Hips/buttocks pushing back is the main cause of over striding/heel striking.
A note on walking: When you walk you will always heel strike as the movement is to lift our legs
forward, we stride ahead. Quite often new runners
over-stride probably because they equate running
to being a faster version of walking but it is quite
different.
Runners World has a good article on Running
Form, similar to what I’m telling you – read up
https://www.runnersworld.com/training/a20811603/
perfect-running-form

Recipe Corner No Sugar Flapjack
Jill Jameson
(its still nice…honest)
Ingredients:
150g Butter/Margarine
150g Soft stoned dates
3 tablespoons Apple Juice
30g Toasted Hazelnuts or Pecans
100g chopped Apricots
225g Porridge Oats
Method
Whizz dates and apple juice in food processor
Add nuts and apricots and whizz up with dates and apple juice.
Melt butter in pan and put mixture in with the porridge oats

Press into a baking tray and cook for 20-25 minutes at 170 C
Cool for 10 mins and cut whilst still warm.

Homemade Energy Balls
Jan Draper

I love these! They are my ‘go to’ snack to take on a long trail run. They are easy to make, and I
pop them in the freezer and then just take out 2 or 3 as I need them.
50g of nuts of your choice (I usually do a combo of whole almonds (skins on) and hazelnuts)
8 large Medjool dates
2 generous teaspoons of Cacao powder
2 tablespoons of crunchy peanut butter (my tablespoons are very generous!)
A dessert spoon of rice syrup or Agave nectar
A generous pinch or two of salt (I use course sea salt)

Whiz it all up in a food processor until it starts to combine together. For a smoother finish, blitz
for a bit longer but if, like me, you like a bit of crunch left in the nuts don’t blitz for as long. Then
get your hands in and roll into balls. Pop on a tray and freeze for a few hours before transferring
to a Tupperware.

Fruit and Nut Bars (from Anita Bean’s Vegetarian Athlete’s Cookbook)
Jan Draper
200g Medjool dates
2tbsp honey (or Agave nectar if you want to stay vegan)
½ tsp ground cinnamon
125g rolled oats

100 chopped hazelnuts
50g flaked almonds
50g chopped walnuts
50g raisins
A pinch of salt
Place the dates in a small pan with enough water to cover. Cook for about 5 mins until soft. Drain
off most of the water and puree with the honey/Agave until smooth. I just use a fork to do this.
Mix all the other ingredients in a large bowl, add the date puree and then mix until well combined.
Press the mixture into a lined 9in square tin, smoothing the surface so its even. Bake for 20-25
mins until the mixture feels firm and the edges are just starting to come away from the sides.
Cool in the tin before cutting into 12-16 pieces. The recipe says they can be stored for up to a
week – but not much chance of that in my kitchen!

Book review
There is no map in hell
Sarah Wilson
his is a great book, telling the story of Steve Birkenshaw’s
record breaking 300 mile run, taking in all the 214 Wainwright
fells in the Lake District in 6 days and 13 hours. Now, I love
the Lakes and have walked up a good number of the fells
over a period of many years, however, this man ran up them
all at once! And he ran for 6 days and 13 hours, when I consider 1 hour to be a long run!
To say this is an inspiring read makes it sound as if I’m planning to do the same thing, which I definitely am not, but it
does inspire me to keep going at bagging a few more Wainwrights, and doing the occasional run in the fells.
Since writing about his 2014 success, Steve’s record has been broken by Paul Tierney in 2019, completing it in 6 days and 6 hours. Last summer, Sabrina Verjee was
the first woman to complete the challenge in 6 days and 17 hours. Anyone fancy
taking her on?!!

WHL Club Challenge Awards:
Amanda Dean
There is nothing better to motivate than having a goal to help you keep that mojo. The club
puts out a number of challenges which are recognised with awards. These are presented to
those who have achieved the goals at the annual presentation dinner.
These challenges are there to encourage you to give it a go. The intention is whatever your
level there is something to suit you.

The are two run-walk 12 hour events: 25K for our ‘Snail’ members and 50K for other
members. Then the massive challenge of 100K in 24 hours.
The awards are shown on the
left with a further award for repeat performances

For the first time in 2020 we introduced an
annual challenge of 1000 miles covered in a
year and this encouraged many ladies to keep
trotting out the miles (almost 20 miles each
week) and earning the badge.
The hope is that this will encourage

consistent running through the year … even
with you are in a state of ‘Finding Mojo’
It became obvious that this is a big challenge
for some members who consistently run but
that mileage is too high. And so, starting 2021
the 1000 kilometres badge has been
introduced. This requires just over 12 miles a
week (4 parkruns) which is still challenging

but hoping in the reach of many members.
Check the website, list of clubs on the left, for the detail: http://www.westhullladies.org.uk
Go challenge yourself this year!

History Corner Running Back in Time Anna S
London Olympic Marathon 24th July 1908
The marathon appeared in the Summer Olympics for the 4th time in 1908, and was
notable for two reasons.
The first is the distance. Until this point, there was no set distance for a marathon.
The race always hovered around the 25 mile total, but this could vary.
The London 1908 race was intended to be the usual 25 miles, planned to end at
the White City Stadium starting at Windsor. However, the Royal family requested
that the children in the nursery at the castle could watch the start, and so the route
was changed. This change at Windsor added an extra mile, to make 26 miles.
The extra .2 miles was also
for the benefit of the Royal
family. They wanted the race
to finish in front of the Royal
box in the stadium. And so the
marathon distance became
26.2 miles, and this became
the standard distance that we
now know.
The second reason that the
race is memorable, is because of the state of many of
the competitors.
The Edwardians considered
alcohol to enhance perforDorando Pietri is helped across the finish line
mance in a race. What had
while holding a cork in his hand.
started out as a refreshing pit
stop of champagne through
walking events, extended into running events too, where trainers or assistants
would follow their runners in a car or on a bike, to hand out the alcohol.
Champagne, brandy and cocktails of drugs (including cocaine and heroin) were given out like gels/ sports drinks are today. Also handed out was strychnine- which we
now use as rat poison, which was believed to revive fatigued runners!! Wine corks
would be hollowed out, so that runners could carry a refreshing drink of port or
brandy when they needed it! These were all meant to mask pain, increase aggressiveness and give a quick energy boost from the sugar content.

Runners had had much success with these “chemical” kicks! In 1896, Greek marathon runner Spiridon Louis won the gold medal in the marathon after polishing off a
glass of cognac with 6 miles to go. In 1904, ST Louis Marathon the winner had regular sips of strychnine, brandy and sulfate in egg whites, and in 1908 the winner of
the Chicago marathon credited his win to a steady supply of champagne.
This all led to quite an eventful marathon race in the 1908 Olympics. Due to the
heat, the incredibly hard tarmac that had just been laid and the constant drinking,
only 27 out of 55 runners made it to the half way mark!
The favourite to win, Tom Longboat, collapsed at mile 19, after drinking champagne. Champagne was also the downfall of Charles Hefferon who was heading for
a win, but had to settle for third place after alcohol induced stomach pains. The winner of the race was
Dorando Pietri, who, in the last quarter mile collapsed 5 times. Medics had to attend to him and a doctor helped him over the finish line.
Some of the runners coped better with their refuelling from drink and drugs, some
performed very well on brandy, one using it to treat a stitch. Athletes were still turning to alcohol into the 1920’s, and heroin and cocaine were also used to enhance
performance until the 20’s, when the drugs became prescription only.
I will happily stick to jelly babies and lucosade thank you!!

Competitors run past shops on the route between Windsor Castle and the
White City Stadium

West Hull Ladies Committee meeting –

Monday 11/01/2021 7:15pm
Zoom meeting Anna S
Present: Amanda, Anna C, Anna S, Eve, Jan, Janet, Liz N, Maria, Rachael and Sara.
Apologies: Annette, Caroline, Liz H.
Minutes of previous Meeting: Accepted as true record
Matters Arising: Awards evening: Action: Jan to contact sub-committee to discuss.
Reports
Members Maria: We have 82 first claim club members plus 6 second claim = 88 (list below). Maria was concerned over changes that England Athletics made last year, where they offered an extension to membership
lasting until August, delaying members’ need for payment.
This had not been communicated to the club, and so had not been passed on to ladies. Maria was reassured
that we had followed all our usual systems regarding membership renewal.
Action: Maria to seek clarification from England Athletics for membership start and end dates for 2021/ 2022
Email Amanda: We have 89 members on our distribution lists plus 2 ‘New’ (not yet members) total 91
Facebook Anna C: We have 89 members, 21 Guests and 3 ‘New’ (not yet members) total 113.
Treasurer Janet: The accounts were completed and the Annual Report created for 2020. The spreadsheet is
prepared for 2021. Just a few membership payments since the last meeting. The balance remains healthy.
Training Amanda: We were enjoying some small group runs and pleased to get the final one in on Monday before lockdown. Wonderfully, many are joining the training, double figures for all four sessions. Thank you to
all our leaders for pushing out training and members for encouraging each other to get out and run.
Snails to Steadies Amanda: All training can be adapted to suit different levels but not sure we are capturing the
steadier ladies even though we try to encourage them.
Website Amanda: 1000M page updated with five ladies completing before the end of December: Maria, Janet
W, Sandra, Jenny H and Chantal.
COVID lockdown restrictions: We are permitted to run with only one other person from outside your household.
It is also now compulsory to run locally to your home. Amanda has updated all emails with the new guidelines
– thank you Amanda. Jan read out a statement that City of Hull had issued and wondered if we would benefit
from posting similar. Action: Jan to draft a statement and Amanda to pin this to the Facebook group.
Roles and club rules/constitution to be published in next meeting ready for AGM Anna S: We discussed
the process for the review of the constitution and roles within the club. A timeline was organised. Action: Anna S to add to minutes for February.
10K Series Liz N: highlighted the fact that as there were so few races this year, it would be impossible to run the
10K series as usual. The Committee agreed there would be no 10K series for 2020.
WHL Book club Eve: introduced the new Facebook ‘West Hull Ladies Book Group’, which grew out of a discussion. Eve and Kim are the group admins. It is intended to be a space to chat and share recommendations for
a good read to our club members who love to read. For those who would like more structure, Kim has set a
read ‘The Thursday Murder Club’ and a meeting on (4th February, 7.30) through Zoom. We were pleased to
hear about such a positive start and thank you Eve and Kim for setting this up. Action: Amanda to add book
club group link to WHL email signature
AOB
Amanda mentioned membership from January to April, which costs ladies £15, all of which goes to EA but does
not cover our fixed costs to England Athletic. Action: Maria and Janet to bring a proposal to the meeting in
February.

Thanks
Anna S
Next Meeting: 1st February 2021

West Hull Ladies Committee meeting –
Monday 01/02/2021 7:15pm
Zoom meeting Anna S
Present: Amanda, Anna C, Anna S, Jan, Janet, Maria, Rachael, Sara
Apologies: Annette, Liz N
Minutes of previous meeting: Accepted as a true and accurate record.
Matters arising:
Maria had sought clarification from England Athletics regarding membership extensions.
Jan had written a statement to update the Club regarding COVID restrictions.
Jan had circulated links to the Club Rules and Club Constitution for review ahead of the AGM.
Amanda added the WHL Book Club link to the club’s email signature.
3. Reports:
Members Maria: We have 83 first claim club members plus 7 second claim = 90 (list below).
Maria had been in touch with England Athletics for clarity over extension dates for enrolment. They had released
a statement at the start of COVID to state that the deadline for membership would be extended until the end of
August 2020. This extension made no change to payments, so we have no errors in our 2020/ 2021 finances.
This year- it remains 1st of April as usual.
There was a discussion over fees, and prices for joining throughout the year. It was decided to keep the charge
of £15 for junior members (16-18). This price would be for junior ladies joining at any point in the year.
We also streamlined the pricing structure to become:
1st claim from 1st April to 31st March = £30
1st claim from 1st October to 31st March = £20
2nd claim from 1st April to 31st March = £20
2nd claim from 1st October to 31st March = £10
(Note: we have removed the last entry point).
Action: Amanda update membership form.
Email Amanda: We have 89 members on our distribution lists plus 2 ‘New’ (not yet members) total 91
Facebook Anna C: We have 114 of which: 90 members, 21 Guests and 3 ‘New’ (not yet members).
Treasurer Janet: Janet reported 2 membership payments, and their payments to England Athletics. There was also
one other payment received and one other made.
Training Amanda: Many people are continuing with the virtual training. Quite a few ladies keeping up their own
plans. Pleased to hear a number of ladies are motivated by the 1000 miles for 2021 badge and that half a dozen
or so WHLs joined in City of Hull’s virtual Ferriby 10.
Snails to Steadies Amanda: Hoping the Facebook encouragement is keeping all paces going. Not sure if anyone
responded to the call for a 0-5K
Website Amanda: 1000M page updated to add ladies on target for 2021, 17 so far and expect more (14 completed
in 2020)

1000K badge Amanda:
Several members had expressed an interest in an intermediate distance challenge (to the 1000-mile challenge)
as it was felt that 1000 miles (20 miles of running each week) was out of reach for some members. It was agreed
to have a 1000 Kilometres challenge.
Action: Amanda to update the webpage and advertise to the club.
Action: Anna C & Amanda to work on badge design and Amanda to contact the company (Ensign) for a mock-up
and quote.
Roles and club rules/constitution Anna S: The Rules and Constitution are required to be reviewed as part of the
AGM. They were last reviewed in 2020 and it was felt there was little revision required. They would be circulated
to all members with notice of the AGM. Committee to review prior to this. Action: Committee to read and send
any comments to Jan. It was agreed that the AGM would be held on 1st March at 7pm by Zoom. Action: Jan to
prepare an email to go out to the club. Anna to forward the 2020 AGM agenda to Amanda and Jan.
Presentation Evening (Jan, Amanda, Janet, Liz H, Rachael): There is a planning meeting by Zoom on 11th February.
AOB
Liz Nicholson had decided to step down from her role on the Committee. The Committee thanked her for her hard
work and for her contribution to the Club.
Next Meeting: AGM1st March 202 1 (7pm Zoom)

West Hull Ladies Annual General Meeting
Monday 01/03/2021 7:15pm
Zoom meeting Kim McBirnie
1. Present
Amanda Dean, Jan Draper, Anna Cartwright, Anna Shepherdson, Liz Hobson, Cath Dyson, Sara Ellis,
Maria Diaz, Caroline Bradbury, Janet Wardale, Rachael Laughton, Kim McBirnie and Sarah Wilson
2. Apologies
Annette Pearson and Sandra Holdsworth
3. Minutes of previous AGM
Agreed as an accurate record.
4. Election of officers
Chair – Jan Draper, nominated by Amanda and seconded by Liz. Jan gave notice that she would step
down in 2022.
Meeting Secretary – Kim McBirnie, nominated by Maria and seconded by Rachael.
Membership Secretary – Maria Diaz, nominated by Jan and seconded by Amanda.
Treasurer – Janet Wardale, nominated by Kim and seconded by Sara.
The following roles were nominated by Janet and seconded by Maria:
Liaison – shared between Amanda Dean, Annette Pearson and Anna Cartwright.
Coach – Amanda Dean. Maria offered support. Amanda gave notice that she would like to step back from
this role in 2022.
Welfare – shared between Kim McBirnie and Caroline Bradbury.
Social – Rachael Laughton.
Newsletter – Liz Hobson agreed to continue with the Newsletter but will not be a member of the Committee.
10K series – Cath Dyson
Facebook admin – Anna Cartwright.
Website– Amanda Dean.
Snails to Steadies – Liz Hobson but not as a formal member of the Committee.
General members – Sarah Wilson, Anna Shepherdson, Jill Jameson and Sara Ellis.
5. Reports
Chair (Jan):
Well, what a year? Who would have thought that it would pan out the way that it did? And who would have
also thought that our Presentation Evening back in April would be our last proper night out? Quite an unprecedented year.
And yet despite all this West Hull Ladies have been awesome in their spirit, encouraging each other, continuing to run in spite of the circumstances and achieving great things; 5Ks, 10Ks, 50Ks, as well as our
ordinary ‘let’s just go out and run’ runs! The Club has continued to be really active during this time, and
social media has been awash with all our posts! And despite everything, we have been blessed with new
members during this time too – welcome to you all!
Thanks to Amanda for continuing to arrange all the regular running/training events, and thanks to all our
leaders. A special thank you goes to Kerry who has done the weekly 10k, and to Sara who has done Friday Fresheners without fail. Thank you to you both for all you’ve done.
Thanks too to all the Committee for their work, often hidden, but which is important in keeping the Club
running smoothly and on track. A thank you to Liz Hobson who has done a great job on the Newsletter –
thanks so much Liz! We will miss you as a general member on the Committee, but we are very grateful
that you are happy to continue to do the newsletter. And we look forward to seeing you train as a Leader!
And thank you too for other members on the committee who are also stepping down this time: Angela
Salisbury, Anna Shepherdson and Liz Nicholson.
The biggest thank you is reserved for you all – all our lovely members – who are what make this Club special. Thank you for the way in which you have continued to encourage and spur us all on. I am sure that in
fact we will emerge from this pandemic an even stronger and lovelier club! And we can hopefully look forward to running together in groups of 6 from 29th March!

Treasurer (Janet):
Janet reported that the Club has a healthy balance of £3807.
Membership Secretary (Maria):
Maria reported that there are 84 first claim members and 6 second claim members.

Coach (Amanda):
Snails to Steadies: We had a successful 0-5K but with lockdown, the follow-up was more difficult
but we are pleased that some of the ladies continued running. The S2S group became integrated into the main Facebook page where all levels of running are encouraged. Looking forward to
Liz H training as a leader and become an ambassador for the steady ladies.
Club Training: Our three sessions adapted really well to virtual training with even more of us able
to participate. Looking forward to being able to meet up and run face-to-face sessions but the
option of doing it virtually, in your time, will be a positive we take from the pandemic year and will
continue.
(Not a) Parkrun: was a great incentive to run that distance and fill the gap whilst Parkruns were
cancelled. These will continue until 5th June when Parkruns are live again. Woo Hoo!
Extras: Although the lockdowns have curtailed group runs, in normal times Facebook offers a
great place to ask others to join you for a run or to join someone else. Make good use of it, don’t
be shy to ask someone to give you ‘run company’.
Racing: Hopefully racing will be back soon. WHLs love joining the events and getting the T
shirts. Treat races as a place to test yourself or just a run with LOTS of people for company.
Specials: Unfortunately, the wonderful Midsummer Madness at Thixendale village hall and Midwinter Madness at Millington village hall was not possible last year but they will be back as soon
as possible. A great opportunity to run or walk in beautiful surroundings, have food together, tea
and cake and even mulled wine at the winter do.
Club Awards: Very pleased that so many members took on the challenges in 2020 and many will
receive an award at the presentation event.

A massive thank you to all our leaders and to all who organise runs for club members.
And thank you to those of you who encourage each other to stay motivated and enjoy running –
don’t ever forget, enjoying running is the top priority of your training.
Wishing you fantastic running adventures in 2021-22. Do yourself proud J
6. AOB
Amanda reported that the 1000K badges are being organised.
Jan reported on the recommendations from a sub-group tasked with planning the Presentation
Evening. The recommendation is not to proceed with a virtual event but to postpone the event,
until we are able to meet again without restrictions. An alternative format had been discussed –
morning run followed by lunch – and Members will be consulted on this.
Maria reported that the London Marathon ballot will be organised when all the information has
been received.

West Hull Ladies Craft Club
Facebook Page (Liz Hobson)
For any of our ladies who are interested in crafty pursuits we now have a facebook page. If
you wish to be part of the group contact us via the facebook page. It’s amazing how talented
we are!

Anna V’s lovely paintings. Anna has some cards for
sale if interested message her
Amy’s print of her Grandma

Liz N’s Sampler

Jenny’s study of a dandelion
clock
Jill J’s lino print
Jermaine’s Jumper in progress

Kim’s quilt in progress

Linda’s blankets for Phoebe and Imogen

Shelley’s pallet sign

Shirley’s Crocheted animals

Zoe’s patchwork Quilt

Suzanne modeling her new top

Club’s Camping Equipment
The club has the following camping equipment available to borrow for
events:

2 Event Tents with four sides
1 Cook stand
1 Double stove with Gas bottle
First Aid Kit
Please email the club if you would like to borrow any of the equipment

West Hull Ladies Book Club
Kim McBirnie
A few months ago,
Eve suggested that
since so many WHL
were keen readers,
and often shared
book recommendations with each other, that we start a
book club.
You’d think that the
first book read
would be about running, but no – it was
The Thursday Murder Club by Richard
Osman, a dry and
witty novel about an
eccentric group of
friends in a retirement community who decide to solve cold murder cases – until they find themselves solving a murder in their midst. Like all good book club selections, this book
split opinions fairly down the middle but I think all of us agreed that it’s always good
to try a read outside of your normal comfort zone.
The best bit of the first virtual gathering was actually trying to get into the skype
meeting, we seemed to spend the first five minutes
in what can best be described as a modern-day séance – with plenty of – ‘Is there anyone there?’ ‘Can
anyone see me, let me know if you can hear me’
and ‘I’m sure Liz is in the room, but she is currently
invisible to everyone but Linda’. In the midst of lockdown, it was just lovely to get together for a short
while, laugh about technology, Linda’s pyjamas, and
the fact that she had to be off by 8pm for a standing
date with Stuart. We’ll leave that there!
For anyone who likes reading, there is a standing
invitation to join the group. There is no pressure to
read the book selection if it isn’t your thing, or dial
into the meeting, but I for one have picked up some
excellent suggestions since the group started after
Christmas. Thanks to Eve for an excellent idea.

West Hull Ladies in the snow!

Amanda 09/02/2021

Sandra 10\02\2021

Eleanor 08/02/2021

Rachel 13/02/2021

Lynne 13/02/2021

Sara and Anna running from Skidby
13/02/2021

Virtual Larmer Tree Event
Jill Jameson
I think we have all been missing entering and running races in
the current situation. I must admit that I have really struggled
with my motivation for running, more than I have ever done.
I’ve been enjoying doing lots of walking however so, I suppose
that makes up for things a bit, but having a race to do really
concentrates the mind on getting out there!
I’m hoping that the resumption of parkrun might just galvanise
me into action, and I have also been reminded (by Liz H) that I
had booked a triathlon at Castle Howard last year that obviously did not go ahead in 2020, but may well happen later this
year all being well(?!). This
does worry me a bit as I am not sure that I will survive the
swim, which is in that lake at Castle Howard, as I have not
been in a pool since last February! I suppose if I have to be
rescued in the swim, I won’t have to do the cycle and run…
lol!
Anyway, looking for some motivation, I noticed on Facebook
that White Star running were organising a virtual Larmer
Tree event. For anyone who does not know, White Star running organise the infamous Giants Head Marathon, which is
notorious for both being longer than a marathon, but also has
a coveted medal with a
spinning willy on it! Their events are really good and they have
some fantastic medals. They were advertising a number of distances for the Larmer Tree event from 7 miles to a marathon,
and the entry price included medal, Tee shirt and a buff. Being
a sucker for a good medal I talked my daughter Zoe into entering the 10 miler with me (as we are in a bubble). Unlike me,
having recently had a baby, Zoe has had a good excuse for not
running, so we decided to walk the event, and take baby Jamie
(7 months) with us in a baby back pack.
The idea was to do the event on the weekend of 13/14 th March,
which we duly organised to do. We were slightly worried about the weather as although the back
pack has a rain cover which is like a transparent box around the poor baby’s head, Jamie hates it
and is likely to scream his head off. We decided to do the walk with our Nordic walking poles
around Colwick Park in Nottingham. It was quite dull, but we managed to do just over 7 miles before we had to come in so that Zoe could feed Jamie, and it then chucked down with rain, so we
had to have a bit of a break before we could finish the event off.
Whilst not ideal, virtual events can at least give you a goal to
fulfil. During lockdown, I have done a couple, this one and the
Grimsby 10k last summer. In many respects they are quite inclusive as you can do them when you want within reason, and
also there isn’t really any time pressure, which is good when
you are getting back into running like Zoe is trying to do after
having Jamie (no excuse for me…I just need to get my arse
into gear!!!).
Hopefully when this is all over and we get back to a semblance
of ‘normal’ whatever that will be in the future, maybe we can do
a West Hull ladies trip to do the proper Larmer tree races in Wiltshire.

Trail Tales
Jan Draper
As I write this, I am two weeks out from the South Downs Way 50 on
17th April. This will be only my second 50-miler and so I am feeling a
mixture of excitement and fear! When Liz and I entered this last year,
no-one had heard of COVID or had any idea of what was to come. All
we knew was that April 10th, 2021 was in our diaries for a long run and
natter along the South Downs Way! As the year unfolded it became uncertain whether the run would go ahead, as race after race was cancelled. But Centurion Running (the race organisers) put on quite a few races during last summer
in between the lockdowns and showed themselves to be trail blazers (sorry about the pun!) in how
to organise COVID-secure races. So, as I started my training on the 1st January 2021, we didn’t
know if the race would go ahead or not but with another, and much bigger 50-miler, coming up in
the Lakes at the end of July (LL50), I knew that the training would not be lost.
Initially I followed a similar plan to the one I’d used for the LL50 in 2019. This was a 6-day running
week with one days’ rest, predominantly easy paced runs, one fartlek session per week and then
a long slow run at the weekend. January saw me put in 233 miles. Six weeks into the plan I started to feel really tired and suspected I was teetering on the edge of over-training. I discovered David Roche, an American ultra-runner and coach, and adapted my training plan using one of his
schedules. This meant slightly less mileage but more diversity in my training – more speed work,
more short bursts, more hills, and only 5 days on. This seems to have done the trick and I’ve not
felt quite as weary! February was 185 miles and March 1999.
Training for an ultramarathon is not just about the schedule. It’s about strength and conditioning
too. Many of you teased me for posting on Facebook a photograph of my instruments of torture
( ) but I use a roller most evenings (easy to do in front of the TV) and get a golf ball deep into
various places on my legs and butt! My calves get tight which if left unchecked can lead to other
problems so I work hard trying to keep them as soft as I can. Calf raises, foot and ankle exercises,
hamstring and quad releases are all part of the fun! And of course yoga – yoga is a brilliant complement to running.
Training is also about practising with the kit, hydration and nutrition you are going to use on the
day. So on my long weekend runs I’ve been wearing my racing backpack that has been filled with
all the stuff I’ll be carrying on the day. This gets you used to the weight on your back, and also
means you can practise where you’re going to keep everything in your pack so that you can get to
things easily. Eating enough and often really is the name of the game in ultras – they really are
eating bonanzas! Real food – as opposed to just gels – is what most people need on long events.
So peanut butter sandwiches, homemade energy balls (recipe elsewhere in this newsletter), flapjack, nuts and crisps – always accompany me. Along with plenty of fluid. I use soft flasks, as opposed to a bladder (can’t stand them!), and you always need to make sure you have enough with
you to get you through your run. The last long run I did – the long Golden Fleece route – I drank
all my fluid about 2 miles before the end. Fortunately, it was a cool day but if it had been a hot
one, I would have been in trouble. Lesson learned!
So, after weeks of training the government published their Roadmap out of lockdown and Centurion Running confirmed the new date was 17th April – YES! The race is on! Will I be ready? I hope
so!

View From The Back
Liz Hobson
Well for those of you that don’t know, I have now retired. Not surprisingly I am very
happy about this although I did spend my first couple of weeks trying to fill my time
with lots of activities fitness or otherwise. I ended up doing a bit too much and then
wasn’t very well for a while. I really should build up to these things a bit more! I am
now setting into a less strenuous routine and will try to build up to things a bit better. I think that also I had been more stressed at work and with the covid restrictions, than I thought I had been and this may have had an effect.
Hopefully, touching wood, keeping fingers crossed, not walking under a ladder, restrictions are about to be lifted and I know everyone of us is keen to get out running
with the club again. I had my first vaccination this week and I know many of our ladies have had theirs. Also we should be seeing Parkrun back in June as I know
many of us have missed the camaraderie of the Saturday morning 9am runs.
I know that many ladies also like to book events to keep themselves’ motivated
and again hopefully we should start seeing some of these come back on as well as
the ones which have new dates from last year. That is another problem it’s keeping
in touch with all the moves. I booked the castle triathlon sprint at Castle Howard
about two years ago and I think we are still in that. (July I think). Given that I haven’t event swam in a pool, (this is a lake swim), for a year or been on a bike for a
while this is something I am going to have to address!
I don’t know about you but lockdown has made me more anxious about such things
and I find myself more nervous about doing such things then I was before. Yes I am
looking forward to getting back to park running but I have a little voice inside my
head going, “Oh Crowds!” . The good news is that the parkruns are generally over
large arears and outside, but you still have that nagging doubt. I am hoping that I
am able to get over this but I have to confess, I may not be lining up on that first
Saturday and might see how it goes.
I hope you enjoy this newsletter. This time we have some new additions from the
West Hull ladies book club and craft club. The book club has a monthly zoom meeting and a facebook page. The craft club also has a facebook page. It’s amazing
what we all get up to when we aren’t running!
I am always on the look out for articles for the news letter and if any of our new ladies want to write something please do. It’s always interesting to hear how you got
into running and what your goals are. I will generally publish anything but do try to
stay away from politics. I also want to bring back the meet a member slot so there
is a template I am sending with this email, please feel free to fill in some details and
send to the club email.

